ADVANCE Rising Tide Center

UMaine’s Rising Tide effort includes four key goals:

1. Increase the percentage of women faculty in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and Social and Behavioral Science (SBS) fields.
2. Support policies and professional development opportunities aimed at the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women faculty.
3. Support a positive work environment, increased diversity, partner relocation assistance, and improved connections within and outside of Maine.
4. Engage the University of Maine System and the system-wide faculty union to further ADVANCE goals.

“This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 1008498. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation (NSF).”

Upcoming Events

Welcome our new Director

Madden Coming Soon - a message from our Director, Mary Madden!

News Stories

- Morning Sentinel Cites Fried Column in BDN
- Schmidt Article Featured in Island Institute Newsletter
- Fried Comments on Voter Registration Restrictions
- Holberton Comments in Sentinel Story
- Fried Comments at Public Hearing Featured in BDN

Read more News Stories or subscribe to the RSS feed.